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ct. Sumner defined 5 graph to be point determining if and only if distinct points have 
distinct neighborhoods and he has characterized connected line-critical point determining raphs. 
Here a short alternate proof of his characterization is provided and arbitrary line.critical point 
determining raphs are then characterized. Next line-critical point distinguishing raphs are con- 
sidercd; a graph is point distinguishing if and only if it is the complement of a point determining 
graph. Finally, iine-tritical graphs that are both point determining and point distinguishing are 
charac tcrized. 
ThrouL&out this note we wii4. wherever possible, use the terminology 
arary [ I 1. In particular, if 11 is a point. of a graph C, then N[ p], the 
rle&#bopr’tood f /I, is the set of all poinrs of G adjacen 
good of p, ii[:[ /I], is defined to be N[ y] 
as called a graph G poirzt detwtzining if and ohly if 
A/( p] ?Ic, A+/ 1 whcnzver p 7c: y, i.e., distinct points of G have distinct 
neighborhoods. e further defined a graph G to be ,poinr distinguishing 
tinguishing). It should be noted here t at 3 connected he-cri ticai 
point determining raph is called a ~?~i?~i~~?~~~~~ point determini~~g graph 
by Sumner. e shows such graphs are cc e provide a relatively 
short proof of ihis characterization i  th:: wext section. 
Compieteness i obviously a suffic cnt c~~~liition for a graph to 
link-critical pant determining. 
o prove necessity we first show tha.t if/q is any line of a connected 
iine-critical point. determining raph G, theu p and q have the same 
neighborhood in G - py. If this is not :a, then C‘: contains a line py for 
which Nfy] - @) = !V[r] for some r f /a” and dr3giq) is a minimum. 
emainder of this part of the proof is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the 
g(q) = 4. The biackened points indicate that all points a 
to these blackened points are shown.) ai nce r is not an isolate, there is 
a point p1 adjacent o both y and I+. NCW two points of G - vly have 
e same neighborhood but neither of rhese points can be pl, for then 
e other point would have to be adjacr n! to r and hence to q which is 
possible. Therefore, q is one of the in ts dnd the other, which we 
shads denote by yl, is distinct from fr. analogous argument on t 
gr3ph G - pqi demonstrates the existence of a point q for which 
) - 1. Since this contradicts 
for all lines pq of G that p an 
air p and y of ad- 
eorem is a necessary part of 
etermining graphs. 
erlt is obviously a sufficient con- 
ation that each (Tomponent of 
graph without an isolate must be line- 
Since 2 g ith more tha? one isolated point is not point deter- 
h 8 k~llowing resmelt together wit the previous tneorem and its 
~oro~~a~ gfvxx 3corn ete characterization of line-critical point deter- 
b3 inBr forwhich:Ir[brj - &‘j=N[k 1 orNfbli - (b2) isempty in 
which caseN[bJ - (bz}=N[p]. - 
Necessity wit1 be proven if we show I!at zny component B that is 
not complete satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). ‘ij c t&t observe that any com- 
ponent of G that does not have a porn’’ .vith degree 1 is line-critical 
point determining and hence complete : y Theorem 2.1. 
Let B2 be the set of points of B th:tP ,tre adjacent o a point of degree 
1 and let Br be the set of all other no~ts Gf B. Clearly, neither B, nor I 
B2 is empty; Br, in fact, contains all th!: points of degree 1. No two 
points b2 and 6, of B2 can be adjacent since deletion of the line b2 h4 
would leave a graph that is still point etermining because o: both b, 
and b+ king adjacent o points of dtgree 1. 
e next prove that the set Br is ;4sr: independent (Fig. 2). if it is not, 
are points of B1 adjacent o po :tts of both R, and BZ. Let hr be 
suc;h a-?~int kth minimum degree aald let bz and b3 be points of B2 
and B1 respectively, adjacent o b, . r %nce G is line-critical point deter- 
mining, there is a point b, , necessaril J in B, , for which ,V[ bgj 
z AJ[bJ - {bz). Now b, is adjacent o at least one other point h7 # b3 
in dr for otherwise either deg(b,) = P and b3 is in B2 or b5 is adjacent 
to points -sf both B1 and B2 yet satisfies deg(bS) < deg(br). As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1, we can now argue that it must be 6, and some 
point bg, again necessarily in B1, that have the same neighborhood in 
G - bl b7 But this is impossible since bg is adjacent to a point b7 of 
Br , adjzjkt to a point 6, of 2 yet has degree strictly less than that of 
uent~y, B1 is also an independent set. 
bviously satisfied. 
1 we assume the con and observe that for seme 
1 for which N[ b,] has k poin 
t the neigl~~or~~ood of 
- b, b2 is not iokrt determini g, b2 and some point 1 
must have the samt’ neighborhooli its B -. - bl b2 ; this is impossible since 
h, is ddjaccnt to ;t point of degree 1 in B --- h, h,. - flis completes the 
proof of’ the theorem. 
The fact that property (ii9 of the theorem is simply the definition of 
point determining calls for certain remarks at this point to assure the 
characterization is actually substantivt’. 
Suppost’ that G is a line-criticai point deter-_,i+qg raph and we wish 
to determine if a no complete componeI ‘_ I satisfies (i)--(iii) of Theo- 
rem 2.3. It is impor nt to note that in the proof of sufficiency in the 
theorem we ncedcd to consider only the sets B, an B2, where B2 was 
the set of a11 points of iEf aZjxt‘nt to a point of deg e 1 and B, was the 
set of all other points of H. If B, and Bz are not both independent 
sets, then G was not line-critical point detdxmining; there is no need to 
determine if B is bipartite with respect to some other partition of its 
point set. If B is bipartite with respect to WI and Bz , then properties 
(ii) and (iii) are verified by simply forming a list of the neighborhoods 
of the points of Bz and ascertaining that no set appears on the list more 
than once and that the list contains all nonempty subsets of each member. 
Of these last two steps the former, i.e. showing that distinct point? of 
RI have different neighborhoods, is much the easier. 
3. Line-critica. point disthguishing graphs 
Clearly a path LJn three points is a line-critical point distinguishing 
graph. Our first theorem in this section shows this s the only such con- 
net ted nontrivial graph. 
n particular, r and [I are not adjacent in 
see that p must 
iS 
different from p and r. Now consider the graph G -- 11s. Clearly, /I and 
9 have different closed neighborhoods ‘71 C - ys. Furthermore, any 
point t adjacent o 11 and different frort ‘j is adjacent to 9 and hence to 
r, so that I and p do not have the same .:tosed n:khborhood in G - [IS. .- 
Ef s and r have the same closed neig,,bc, -hood in G -- IIS, then 9 and s 
have the same closed neighborhood i, 6, so that G is not point distin- 
guishing, a contradiction. ff s and somt‘ point u different from r have 
the same closed neighborhood in C: - ,‘?s, then either 1.4 = 9 or else u 
must be adjacent o 9. But then, in either case, tl must be adjacent o p, 
which is im pokble. Consequently , 4 i - ps is point distinpukhing and 
the proof is zornpiete. 
in view of the fact that each corxxxnent of a line-critical point dis- 
tinguishing raph must itself be line- critical point distinguishing, the 
Mfov ‘ng characterization cf line-critilzal ppint distinguishing raphs is 
an immediate consequence of Theor, m 3. I. 
oin 
ere are two points of that have either the same neigh- 
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these properties. ne example would be those graphs in which thorc are 
no “duplisations”; by this we mean graphs on II points in which any set 
of N . 2 poii~b cm distinguish between the remaining two points, i.e., 
given any two distinct points p and q of the graph, P a;ld y are not ad- 
jacent tl x;aetiy the same points of the remaining II - 2. 
The alloTding lemma w 11 prove useful in our characterization of 
line-critical point determining and point distinguishing raphs. 
oaf. We first note that the hypotheses imply that /I # q # r + I/ and 
that r is adjacent to y but not 1~. IIf G -- yr is not point distinguishing, it 
can be seen that p and y must have the same closed neighborhood in 
G --- qr. This imphes :V[ ~1 = .N[r], i.e., G is not point determining. Con- 
sequently, G -- yr is point distinguishing and hence is not point deter- 
mining. Thus there exists a point s such that either N[s] = A’[ y ] - (r) 
or X(s) = iV[T] - {q). In either case we magt assume N[r] # (q) for 
otherwise we are done. Now let t be any point of A+=] - (4) and con- 
sider the tw a cases (see Fig. 4) (i) N[s] = N[q ] - (r), and (ii) 
,‘L’(s] = Nfr] - 14). In eitk- r;mase, it is easy to argue t5at G --- qt is both 
point determining and point 3istinguishing. 
With this contradiction thz proof is complete. 
hs path on four points is obvious1 ne-critical point determin- 
oint disting~lishing. e only such connected non- 
ph we suppose G is a line-cr~tica1 int dctltrminin~; and point 
-_ i = - id 
distinguishing raph such that (C - x is point distinguishing for every 
hne x. Then. since G is a line-critical point determining graph, G is 
complete by Theorem 2. I. But this is impossible since G then would 
not be point distinguishing. W2 may sup ?ose then that G contains points 
p, y and I with p adjacent o q and &?fy i --. p = N[r] so that by the lem- 
ma we have Nf q I\ = {p. r} and N[ u) = $/‘I. Consideration of G - qr allows 
us to assert he cxistz;nce of a point s of Iclegree I and adjacent to p. Con- 
sideration of G - ~3s then allows us to st;~ that N[ ~1 - {s) = N[r] so that 
G is indeed the path on four points. 
As might be anticipated, the genera haracterization of graphs line- 
xitical with rw0p t+ect to both the proycr ies point determining and point 
distinguishing is a blend of the charactt> rizations of the graphs line-crit- 
ical with rehpect o each property sepnj ately. The components of such 
waphs, with certain exceptions, are sc”ep~ to be the bipartite graphs of 
Theorem 2.3 to which are adjoined at 15oints of B2 arbitrarily many 
“tails” of length 2 or 3. We make this precise in the following definition 
and theorem. The exceptions are cot ered by properties (iv) and (v) of 
the theorem. 
A tail ofle~~gH2 n in a graph G is 3~ induced subgraph ( Tb with point 
set {t1, t2. . ..* tn) satisfying NIfr] 2 i +} , N[ ti] = {fi_ 1, ti+l) 9 
2 i< ,2 - 1, and NCfi,)= {o,_r, Q), where QI is some-point of G. We 
say that the:tail (T> is adjoinled at th,: point a to G. 
If some component of a line-critic..! point determining and point 
distinguishing raph G is not such a graph itself, G must contain an 
isolated point. Since G cannot car.tain more than one isolated point, 
the following resuit completes the characterization of line-critical point 
determining and point distinguishing raphs. 
.3. A graph G with exacfl~~ one isokuted poirrt is be-critical I 
point determirtkg and poiut distinguishijjg if’ar~d err/y if euch contpo- 
nent H of G consists oJf a conner.ted a5ipnrtite gmph B whose poira! set 
t w BZ. B,#n B2 = Q # B,, satisfies Qi), (ii) artd (iii’), togetlzer with tails 
adjoined at the points of B2 so that (iv), (v) QK~’ (vi) erre satisfi’ed. 
(i) B1 arzd B2 are both independent poir?t SW of B. 
(ii) Disrinct points of B1 huve different neighhoihoods. 
nempty subset ~eighbtwhmd of cI point of B1 is 
od of some ~~i~~~ of 
In proving the theorem we may assume that G has only one non- 
trivial zomponen t N. 
TO prove sufficiency we first note that it is easily verified that any 
component H satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) 2nd (iv) is line-critical point deter- 
mining and point distinguishing. If If satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and (v), then, 
by (ii), B must be & and it is again easily verified that H is line-critical 
point de+crmi;:ing aid point distinguishing. 
Suppose now that R satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi). Since it must be a 
bipartite graph other than K1 or k’z, it is necessarily point distinguishing 
and so, therefore, is G. 
To show that H, and therefore G, is point determintng, we first note 
that no poialt of a tail of H has the same neighborhood as some other 
point. Clearly, this is also true of any point of B2 at which a tail is ad- 
joined. Since, by Theorem 2.3, B is point determining, we may conclude 
that k? is also. 
To show that G is also line critic& we note that no point in a tail of 
W is adjacent tb any point of B1 so that the following cases are all in- 
clusive when we consider the graph H - yy obtained by deleting an 
arbitrary line of G. 
(cu) If p a;ld q are points in a tail, then either one of them, say p, is an 
endpoint so that p and the isolated point of G have the same neighbor- 
hood in G -- pq, or one of the points, say y, is ad&en1 to an andpoint 
P + y so that y and r have the same closed neighborhood in G - ~4. 
(/3) If cj is’s point in a tail and q is a point of B2, then G - pq contains, 
a:, a component, a path on 2 or 3 points or contains two isolated points, 
SO again it is either not ipoint distinguishing or not point determining. 
f neither p nor y are points in a tail, then we may ijssume that i9 
is in BI and y is in Bz a,nd de&J > 1. y (iii), p and some other 
have the same nei‘ghborho -- ~4 and so in G si 
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Lience we conclude! that G is fir c-cr It i A point determining and point 
distinguishing. 
To prove that the given condition.~ rid! !~ecessary, we first consider the 
case wihere H is a path p 1 , p2, . . . * prt ‘iI *n tz G ‘7 as is immediately seen 
pon consideration of G -- ,~~p~. It is a; -o obvious that H S+J 4. These 
four paths all satisfy properties (i), (ii ), (iii) and (iv). 
Suppose now that M is not a path; wr* will first show that it has no 
tails of length greater than 3. To this end suppose ( 77 is a tail of length 
Q adjoined to fl at the point llq with dcpip) > 2. 
If II > 4, we consider the graph G - _ ,ptn ) where t,, is the point of T 
acent to p. It is obvious that it rnu~~ ,A. be p and some point r “hat have 
the same neiaborhood, and this neigV)orhood is not closed since, by 
Lemma 4. I, N[ pf - (b,,) = ~q[r] wolcllti imply dcg(p) = 2 which is im- 
possible isee Fig. 5). 
Now consider the graph G - pq, wkere q is any point, other than t,,, 
in the neighborhood ofp. Again it is e&y verified that it must be q 
and some point s that have the same (possibly closed) neighborhood. 
Ifs = r, we have N[q] -- {pj =I %[r] and so, by the lemma, de&-) = 1 
ich as before results in tire impossi ility deg(P) = 2. Consequently, 
adjacent o r. But then it is adjacent o p so that y must be adjaeen 
to p in G - pq. With this cbntradiction we conclude that N has no tails 
of length greater than 3. 
. Since we are supposing that W is not a path, each tail of H is a sub- 
Ih of some maximal tail adjoined to dy at a point with degree at Beast 3. 
belonging to some tail, we de- 
except fc t some point adjacent to a and belonging to a shortest tail. We 
will show now that the graph consistins of B and the isolated point of 
G is lint.!-cri t cal point determining. %‘c first show that B is point deter- 
mining. We may assume B #- I$ for oiherwise the graph consisting of 
B and the isolated point is clearly line-critical point determining. 
Every point of *4 is adjacent to exactly one endpoint in B so that no 
endpoint or point adjacent to an endpoint can have the same neighbor- 
hood as some other point of B. Furthermore, if q is a point of B that is 
neither an endpoint nor adjacent to an endpoint. then its neighborhood 
in B is identical to its neighborhood in H so that q cannot have the same 
neighborhood in I? as some other point. We may conclude that B is 
point determining. 
We next show that the graph consisting of B and the isolated point _ 
of G is line-critical point determining. 
Let fzy be anv line of B and consider the following cases. 
(6) Suppose r, and y both belong to ‘4. Then, since G is line-critical, 
either G - pq is not point distinguishing so that, by the lemma, either 
p or (I has degree 2 in G which is impossible, or G - pq is not point 
determining so that one of the pojnts, say F), has the same neighborhood 
In G - pq as so:~~e other point r. But since r must be adjacent to t(y), 
it is a point in a tail adjoined at p. This again implies the contradiction 
that p has degree 2 in G. Consequently, this case cannot occur. 
(e) Suppose p belongs to A but q does not. If G - pq is not point 
distinguishing, then q and some point I= have the same closed neighbor- 
hood in G - /?y so that, by the lemma, y belongs to a tail of lengt 
adjoined, in G, top; this implies q = t(p) so that y is isolated in R - pq 
and the graph consisting of the union obf B - pq and the isolated point 
is not point determining. 
Suppose G - 114 is not point determining. e may assume that q 
does not belon r, as just shown, this implies that the 
-- py and the isolated point is not 
point determining. hen, since y is not in A, it has the same neighbor- 
hood in B as in G. 
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quently, the common neighborhoc _: of r ‘and y in G - py is their com- 
mon neighborhood in R - 114 so t!‘at agam the union of B - pq arId the 
isLated point is not point determining. 
($) Suppose neither JI nor g belong to A. Since they are adjacent, 
neither point can bek~ng to any tail in ii co that each point has the same 
neighborhood in J3 as in G. If G - py is not point distinguishing, then, 
the !emma, 11 and q must bft points is, II tail of H, a contradiction. 
nce G - c~q is not point determining alId, as in (E), we \:onclude that 
the union of B -- pq and the isolated pc;l?t iti not poinf determining. 
We have shown, if H is not a path, th,.i I 8 is a Eine-criti:*al point deter- 
mining graph and so, t;y Theorem 2.3, i* either compkk jjr is a cen- 
netted bipartite graph whose point set 1 1 w B2, B, CI AlI2 = 0, satisfies 
{i), (ii) and (iii) of that theorem. 
Suppose first that B is complete. If it @as three or more points, then 
B = N since B contains no endpoink ar d hence C is not point distin- 
guishing. In this case, then, we must ha\Je 8 = Kt or B = KS. But 8 = k’, 
is impossible for this implies H = Kr SO that C is not point determining. 
If B = K2 with point set (h,, b2}, then exactly one o 
LQ, must belong to A, for if neither b,z!>Dnged, G wou 
distinguishing. Furthermcre, there zire at least three t 
b2 in H sdnce H is not a path. Since 6 1% not point determining, at most 
one of these tails has length 1 so that H is a graph satisfying properties 
(i),, (ii j, (iii) and (iv) of the theorem. 
e now suppose that B is a bipartite graph, other than Kr or K2, 
point set Br Q Bz, B, f~ B2 = (8, satisfying (i), (ii j and (iii) of the 
theorem. By (iii j, every point of B2 is adjacent o an endpoint in B so 
that & 5 A. Then, since no two p+wts of A are adjacent and R is a 
connected bipartite graph, we conclude that Bz =z A so that all tails of 
H of length 2 or 3 are adjoined at points of B2. 
then for each n in A 
tny point of B2 and 
in Br different from C(p), adjacent o /I and having 
rriood in B as in H. Since 
1: G and s has smalle 
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adjacent to ar, endpoint in H. Since each point p of l?, can be a 
to at most one endpoin in II and since t(p) was a point in a &ostest tail 
adjoined at y, we have teat r(p) has degree 1 in H also. Consequently, afii 
tails that were dcfeted in the fomlation qaf L? from H were e’ 
3 or 3 and were adjoined to l.1 at points of f3*. L 
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